D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL, SECTOR-14, GURUGRAM

MATHEMANIA 2020
From the Principal's Desk
Greetings!
The year 2020 has been about finding alternatives, thinking
out of the box and emerging triumphant even in the most
formidable situations. We believe that learning must never
take a backseat because life will never stop teaching. The
Covid-19 Pandemic is a similar teaching, one of the many
obstacles of an ever-evolving world. We have found our way
around all the challenges it has exposed us to and we must
not stop learning, discovering and creating.
We, at DAV, not only pursue academic excellence but also
motivate and empower our students to be lifelong learners,
critical thinkers, and productive members of an everchanging global society. The Mathematics Week is one such
endeavour that aims at uprooting the deep-seated fear of the
subject in most students and finds alternatives to make
headway towards advancing logical and analytical skills.
The Math Week spans from 14 December to 22 December 2020. It encompasses
engrossing events for all grades . The events ranging from the interschool
competition 'My Architecture- My Monument', where mathematics is mixed with
fun concepts of architecture and software to events that bring out students' artistic
side, like in the event of comic strip designing, will engage students throughout the
week. Mental Ability competition will challenge students' mathematical skills as well
as speed and accuracy.
Mathematics is an inevitable part of our lives and we aim to make our students
appreciate the way it influences us daily and embrace it at a young age. All the events
of the Math Week are an effort to demonstrate the practical usefulness of the subject
in riveting and fun-filled ways.
I sincerely believe that this journey will encourage and motivate the students to love
challenges, be intrigued by mistakes, enjoy effort, and keep on learning.
Warm regards!
Aparna Erry
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NUMBER TOWERS
WITH BLOCKS
The tiny tots of LKG enjoyed their day while doing the
activity, ‘Number Towers with Blocks’. Children learnt
to understand numbers 1 - 5 by building number towers
using blocks. They got hands-on experience and had fun
recognising numbers and then building towers. Children
used cognitive and thinking skills along with their fine
motor skills to participate in this activity. They looked
happy and cheerful when they successfully managed to
complete the activity.

Puzzles

are

cognitive

great

skills

for

like

improving
thinking,

children's
predicting,

analyzing and comparing. The little ones of
LKG

had

a

wonderful

brainstorming

time

trying to solve the Popsicle Shape Puzzle.
They were able to solve the puzzles and form
different

shapes

through

the

hit

and

trial

method. The students appreciated the shapes
formed by them and their friends and enjoyed
thoroughly.

Tracing

the

trails

of

the

long

historical

relationship

between mathematics and art, the children from U.K.G
had a whale of a time while performing

the activity-

'Addition Clouds' . This activity inspired the students to
solve the problems of addition in a way that is more
amusing and educative. Along with solving the problems,
the children used finger painting to add the rain drops
below each cloud. Fully engaged in the activity, the little
ones learnt how to count as well as visually saw the
answer to each sum. Indeed, mathematics is itself an art,
invigorating the ideas of many as it did for these tiny tots.
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Little children are the most adaptive ones. They imbibe new
skills quickly which in turn increases their concentration and
attention power eventually. The fact that children learn more
avidly by playing games need not be corroborated, so to
make

the

activities

more

engrossing,

kids

from

U.K.G.

played the Balloon Tambola, an innovative board game . The
activity required the students to focus on the given task and
be attentive. This enhanced their ability to recognize and
read the numbers and accentuated their confidence in the
subject.

TANGRAMS
Learning is the outcome of an activity and it is also developed
via activity. Keeping this notion in mind, a fun and engaging
‘Tangram’ activity was conducted for the pupils of Grade 1.
The activity gave a fantastic start to the online Maths Week
celebration. Children created a Tangram puzzle with 7 shapes
(1 parallelogram, 1 square and 5 triangles) called tans. Kids
moved the shape pieces around and tried creating pictures of
different animals and objects. The activity not only provided a
joyful experience but also enhanced knowledge about shapes,
coordination skills, creativity and imagination.

BOWLING IS FUN

Learning is pleasurable but learning by doing is the height of
enjoyment. Making children acquire a mathematical concept
becomes

engrossing

if

we

incorporate

hands-on

activities.

Therefore, a customized bowling activity was planned to build for
students of grade 1. The prerequisites were some empty recycled
bottles/containers as bowling pins, labelled with numbers one to
ten and a ball to knock out the bowling pins. Children not only had
fun knocking down the pins but

also polished their computation

skills by adding the numbers written on the knocked out pins.
Thereafter, the scores were recorded on a pre-shared score sheet.
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NUMBER CONES
“Numbers are the highest degree of knowledge. It is the
knowledge itself.”

-Plato

Keeping the above notion in mind, a fun and engaging
activity ‘Number Cones’ was conducted for students of
grade 1. Children selected two numbers of their choice
and expressed it in varied ways. For example, they
wrote their number names, place value etc. It was an
interesting activity to strengthen the sense of numbers
amongst children.

Tic Tac Toe

Math remains an essential part of every student's life.
The students from grade II worked out on their addition
skills employing their mathematical reasoning in the
game ‘Tic Tac Toe’. The old game resurrected as a
novel

mathematical

challenge.

The

students

were

provided with a 3 by 3 grid and number cards from 1 to
9. They got physically engrossed and mentally engaged
adding

the

numbers

vertically,

horizontally

and

diagonally to get the answer 15. On the whole, every
student completed the assigned task showcasing their

Let’s Design

passion and keenness for the subject and its rules.

Paul

Lockhart

once

mentioned

that

doing

mathematics is all about finding patterns and
crafting beautiful and meaningful explanations
to them.

In seeking the mysterious code of

these patterns, students of grade II performed
the

activity

‘Let’s

Design’.

The

exhibited the fascination of kids with

activity
colors

and the effort they took to present their pattern
with a unique color combination and scheme.
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In an attempt to solve a mathematical problem, the skills that
come

in

practice

are

observation

of

surroundings

and

bringing one’s ideas into play. Learning is not what a person
absorbs rather what a person creates. The energised geniuses
of grade II harnessed their innovative and creative ideas
while enjoying the ‘Hands On’ activity in which they made
2-D and 3-D shapes by using clay balls and toothpicks. They
exhibited sprightliness while comparing 2-D and 3-D shapes
which reinforced their learning about different shapes.

THE BINGO GAME

Mathematics isn’t all about solving equations. On the
contrary, it is the origin of one’s power of reasoning,
critical thinking and creativity .

Students from grade III

played ‘BINGO’, the card game in a way that spurred
their cognitive ability and agility in an agreeable manner.
The budding mathematicians participated in the game
actively

with

immense

concentration

and

seemed

engrossed performing small mathematical calculations
with speed and accuracy. It is quite an experience when
fun and learning go hand in hand.

The most captivating part of mathematics lies in
solving a simple problem in ‘n’ number of ways. If
one can’t accept a solution, there is a possibility to
change it with another. Likewise for kids’, different
ways of learning the new concepts through a game
or any activity helps them grasp the concepts more
efficaciously. The students of grade III undertook
one such

activity, ‘Count Your Dots’. It was an

enjoyable game for the students to self-assess the
learning of tables with the help of dice and sketch
pens. They took part in the activity with great joy.
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ANGLES IN MY NAME
As a part of the Math Week, the students of grade
IV enjoyed playing with their names through the
activity ‘ANGLES IN MY NAME’. They wrote
their names in capital letters and found the different
angles formed in each of its letters. The children
had a whale of a time and the activity instilled
geometrical skills in the students.

MAGIC SQUARE
Critical thinking and problem solving skills are vital for
students in today’s ever changing world. Keeping in mind
the same and in an effort to lay a strong foundation of
Mathematics, 'MAGIC SQUARE' activity was organized.
In this activity students of grade IV created their own
Magic Squares using their date of birth. Needless to say,
children were delighted and enjoyed profoundly; they took
part in the activity with a lot of enthusiasm.

The

school

organized

'Show

and

Tell'

SHOW AND TELL

activity

for

students of grade IV to strengthen mathematical skills.
The students presented different mathematical topics like
fractions, angles, etc.

Charts and posters were also

prepared by the students. Students' involvement in this
individual activity helped in infusing originality and
confidence in them. It was an interesting and thrilling
experience

for

kids

which

provided

fun

and

a

comfortable learning arena to them.
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PAPER THERMOMETER
The integration of art in a subject like Mathematics helps to
enhance understanding and retention power. It also aids in the
development of creativity and problem-solving skills. Students
of

grade

V

showcased

their

imagination

and

creativity

in

‘PAPER THERMOMETER’ activity. It was a class activity in
which students made their own thermometers using the cut out
of the given template. All the students were at their creative
best and participated exuberantly.

TARSIA PUZZLE
Puzzles

are

a

fun

way

for

children

to

develop

cognitive

and

analytical

skills.

Contemplating the same, the activity- 'TARSIA PUZZLE' was organized for students
of Grade-V. Children were provided with the template of the puzzle and they solved
different questions to create beautiful and brightly hued figures. Children thoroughly
enjoyed the activity and utilized this as an opportunity to explore the beauty of
mathematics.
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MATH MADE MUSICAL

It has been well said by Guerino Mazzola “If music is
a pattern of sounds, then mathematics is the study of
patterns”. Since music and math are indispensable
parts of our lives; it was a great initiative by our
school to give the students of class VI an opportunity
to get their creative juices flowing by creating an
informative rap on different math topics within the
time limit of 2 minutes. The musical creations were
mesmerizing and sounded thoroughly professional.
The criteria for judgement were originality, content
and

presentation.

Many

students

participated

with

great zeal and fervour.

MATHEMBOLA

Who says mathematics is prosaic? The children from grades
VI-VIII redefined the old notion of classic math and took part
in

the

together

activity
with

‘Mathembola’
the

subject.

which

This,

in

combined
turn,

the

game

enriched

their

mathematical skills, tested their intuitive ideas and developed a
positive attitude towards mathematics. Each ticket consisted of
15 numbers, ranging from 1 to 90 and every time instead of the
original number a mathematical statement was enunciated by
the teacher. The sole purpose of the game was to amalgamate
fun with mathematics.

MATH ANAGRAM

Mathematics is known for taking its best shape everywhere,
be it literature or music. Yet its purest form can only be found
in the thoughts and imagination of a person. Students from
grade VI did the activity ‘Math Anagram’ which not only
tested their math vocabulary but also their thinking skills. In
search

of

identifying

mathematical

terms

from

the

given

jumbled word, the students had to pick out maximum terms
in

the

minimum

brainstorm

over

a

possible
particular

time.
word

This
and

pushed
pen

them

down

all

to
the

possible combinations which they knew. The students took
part

in

the

activity

with

great

zeal

and

enthusiasm

and

performed really well.
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MATHEMATICAL CITY

Models

provide

an

environment

for

interactive

student

engagement. Model building also enhances creative thinking
and helps students become more aware of their own metacognitive design strategies. Students of grade 6 were given to
develop a model of mathematical city by integrating various
concepts they learnt. The models were handmade using the
material available at home and were also created digitally.
Finally they presented their model explaining the application
of concepts used to build their city.

Extempore is the art of public speaking that is carried
out without preparation or practice. It is, thus, the perfect
way to learn about an individual's thought process and
assess his knowledge. A Math extempore competition
was organized for grade VII and students had to speak
on mathematical topics like

'three dimensional shapes

around me on my birthday'. This activity was intended to
give an opportunity to the students to shake off their
diffidence and learn to formulate their thoughts quickly.
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“Mathematics is one of the essential emotions of the human spirit,
a thing to be valued in and for itself, like a poetry”
Mathematics is a poetry of logical ideas. Words express feelings,
so do the digits and figures of Mathematics. For encouraging the
hidden

mathematical

poets,

a

Math

Poem

competition

was

organized for students of grade VII. Students were invited to recite
a

math

poem

on

mathematical

concepts

keeping

in

mind

the

originality, content, presentation and time limit of 2 minutes. The
students enthusiastically participated in the competition as they got
an opportunity to exhibit their talent and confidence.

MATH STORY
“Storytelling is the most powerful way to put ideas into the
world”.
When

stories

are

told

by

young

students

along

with

mathematical concepts, it becomes even more fascinating.
Innovative

minds

of

class

VIII

used

their

exceptional

narration and artistic skills to weave amazing stories on
various

mathematical

mensuration,

shapes

concepts
etc.

These

such

as

stories

parallelograms,
bolstered

the

understanding of even complex concepts in a fun way.
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DOMINO PUZZLE
A famous trader Wyatt Earp once said “Fast is fine,
but accuracy is everything”. This was the focus of
the Dominos activity organized for the students of
classes VII to VIII. The students were provided
with pieces virtually to arrange them in a manner
that the pieces show a relationship among them.
Students’ critical, analytical and problem solving
skills were put to test via this activity.

MENTAL ABILITY
“Education is not the learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think”
The purpose of celebrating math week was to reach out and teach students with a new
paradigm of mathematics education. Keeping this in view, a mental ability competition
was conducted for the students of grade VI-XI via Google form. The questions mainly
covered- number series, coding decoding, analogy, questions on blood relations, venn
diagram, logical reasoning, finding odd one out of the missing numbers, time and
direction and number of geometrical shapes in different figures. This competition
helped in testing the reasoning and interpretation skills of the students . Overall, it was a
great way to motivate students to apply math in real life situations as well.

BLENDING MATH AND ART:
THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
Refuting

the

popular

notion

of

mathematics

not

being

about

creativity

and

imagination, the students of grade IX showcased their aesthetic side in the activity
'Make

a

solutions,

Comic

Strip'.

students

find

When

equations

altogether

novel

and

formulas

ways

to

are

solve

too

their

boring

to

problems.

find
This

problem-solving skill was put to use by the students as they made comic strips on
mathematical concepts. The students did not hold back while putting original and
innovative ideas on paper and adding fun elements such as, numbers in serious
dialogue

and

mathematical

symbols

in

skull

sessions.

With

their

gusto

and

originality, the event was educative and entertaining for the students.
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MAKING A
SCENERY
The word Warli means a piece of land in the Varli language. The Warli style uses
basic shapes such as the circle from the sun and the triangles from the hills. With an
objective to enhance imagination, concentration and creativity of the students, the
activity of Warli Art was organized for grade IX. The students made beautiful art
pieces using similar shapes (circles, quadrants, triangle etc.) on A-3/A-4 sheets. They
further framed questions pertaining to finding the area of geometrical shapes and felt
euphoric when they came up with solutions using different mathematical formulae /
concepts. The activity was immensely intriguing and students savoured every bit of it.

MATHS AND MONUMENTS
Every year students are given opportunities to incorporate
their creativity along with mathematical concepts to make
learning

fun

knowledge

of

and

productive.

mathematical

Since

concepts

Vedic
has

period

been

the

used

for

construction of monuments and buildings. This year young
minds of class IX were divided in groups of 4-5 students to
make

PowerPoint

describing

the

use

presentations
of

on

mathematics

any
in

one

monument

building

it.

The

presentation was supplemented with animations, images and
loads of research which made this event a successful one.
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RACK
YOUR
BRAIN

Fix your eyes on perfection and you make almost everything speed
towards it.- William Ellery Channing
What exactly makes young learners passionate about numbers? It's not
always lengthy questions and brain wracking exercises, but something
that interests and intrigues them. The activity “Rack Your Brain” was
formulated to challenge the limits of the students of grade XI. It was a
class activity in which the students had to shade the numbers in a row
and a column so that a number appears only once in that particular row
and column and not be adjacent in a row or a column. The math
enthusiasts had to maintain speed and precision to be eligible to reach
the next round. The participants displayed great ardor and ebullience,
making the event a whopping success.

DECONSTRUCTING THE MATH MAZE
The substance of a curious mind lies in how it thinks. Students of grade XI carried out
the activity 'Mathematical Maze’ which not only pushed their brains to the edge
enabling critical thinking but also brought into play their creativity and imagination.
Since pace and precision are prerequisites for getting the answers to most of the
complex problems and even decoding the world of mazes, the activity required the
application of these skills to the hilt. The task demanded filling a 9 by 9 grid with
numbers 1 to 81 to make a path in sequential order either going horizontally or
vertically. The students thoroughly enjoyed participating in the activity.
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MATHEMATICAL FALLACIES
James Joseph Sylvester once said- "Mathematics is the
music of reason." One such beautiful yet analytical task
was

the

research

Mathematical

and

fallacies

presentation

are

the

use

of

of

fallacies.

mathematical

manipulation in order to prove certain absurd results for
example 1 = 0, 12 = 4, 13 = 0 etc. The team members did
an excellent job on the research and interacted with the
students,

testing

knowledge,

and

their

analytical

interpretation.

skills,
The

mathematical

students

were

enthralled by the session and our young mathematicians
were overwhelmed by such a response.

INTER -SCHOOL EVENTS

THE TELLER OF MATHEMATICAL TALES
Storytelling is a technique which is liked by people of all age groups especially children.
Stories can help to contextualize or humanize mathematics and help understand complex
things in a fun way. Many schools actively participated in this event and sent their entries as
per the guidelines. Students from class V of different schools displayed their creativity and
originality of concepts in their digital story presentation.

MATH-E-STRING
String art is a graphic art form with its roots in Mary Everest Boole's "curve-stitching."

It

became popular as a mode of visual expression in the 1970's, when artists began to use it to
create increasingly complex figures. The basis of all string art, though, is one of the main
ideas in calculus: the use of straight lines to represent curves. Young enthusiasts of class IX
from different schools designed beautiful models using string art and amazed the judges with
their captivating work.
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MATH WONDERS
It is rightly said that Mathematics is the hidden
architecture

of

the

universe.

From

Pyramid of Giza in Egypt to Taj

the

Great

Mahal in India,

mathematics has always served as an important
tool

in

architecture.

Keeping

this

in

mind,

our

school organized an inter school event for class
VIII

in

which

the

students

were

encouraged

to

research about mathematical concepts observed in
monuments. Students had to prepare a PowerPoint
Presentation and a video and present the same. The
unique

ways

in

which

students

presented

their

views and ideas were remarkale.

MY ARCHITECTURE: MY MONUMENT
Mathematics fest witnessed an inter-school
competition

(MY

ARCHITECTURE

–MY

MONUMENT) for class XI in which the
participants

were

required

to

design

their

own piece of architecture using the software
Blender or Sketchup and submit it ONLINE
by

December 18. Eighteen schools from

NCR Region participated in the competition.
Students really worked hard to create their
own monument. They were able to connect
with the mathematical concepts used while
designing
explained
geometry

the

monument

how
and

and

calculus,
many

beautifully

golden

more

ratio,

branches

of

mathematics are used while designing any
piece

of

architecture

like

Lotus

Temple,

Akshar Dham etc. that are appreciated world
over.
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Accolades

INTER-SCHOOL EVENTS
Math-e-String
I. VVDAV Public School, Vikas Puri, New Delhi
Tanishka
II. Amity International School, Sec-46, Gurugram
Manya Gupta
Blue Bells Public School, Sec-10, Gurugram
Vanshika Yadav
III.

Bal Bharti Public School, Manesar
Vyom Singh Rajput

Math Wonders
I. The Maurya School, Gurugram
Bhoomi Garg
II. Amity International School, Sec 46, Gurugram
Shiksha

The Teller Of
Mathematical Tales

III. Sherwood Convent School, Gurugram
Amber Pradhan

I. Delhi Public School, Pataudi

III. GD Goenka School, Sec-48, Gurugram

Hunar Khurana

II. GD Goenka School, Sec-48, Gurugram

Avni Chauhan

Vriti Gandotra
III. DAVPS, Sec-14, Faridabad
Kshitij S Nair

My Architecture, My Monument
I. Sidheshwar Sr. Sec. School, Gurugram
Keshav Verma
Samarth Taneja

II. Amity International School, Sec-46, Gurugram
Jai Madhukar
Dhriti Verma
III. VVDAV Public School, Vikas Puri, New Delhi
Angad Rai
Gunjit Verma
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Accolades
Domino Puzzle (VIII)

Show N Tell

Mathematical Fallacies-

Rajnandini Gaur (IV-B Sec 14)

I-

Kashvi Makkar (IV-E Sec 14)

II- Divyam Gupta (VIII E)

- Madhur Thareja (XI-A)

Jigya Kumar (IV-E Sec 14)

III- Krrish Kumar(VIII F)

- Raghav Gandhi (XI-B)

Kashpreet Kaur (IV-B Sec 10A)
Venika Kapoor (IV-A Sec 10A)
Mathematical Rap

Arpit Gupta (VIII F )

- Aryan Erry (XI-A)

Domino Puzzle(VII)

- Yatharth Bahl (XI-B)

I-Mehak Arora (VII G)

- Manthan Jigar Shah (XI-C)

II-Tanu Nayyar (VII G)

- Shreeyanshu Swain (XI-C)

III- Manasvi Kulshrestha(VII E)

- Aadi Prasad (XI-E)

I- Adya Bhardwaj (VI-E)
II-Anvi Bansal (VI-E)
III-Saumya Chawla (VI-D)
Mathematical City
I- Pushti Goel(VI-E)
II-Shreeparna Swarup(VI-D)
III-Maitry Sharma(VI-E)
Math Extempore
I- Vishishta Sharma (VII H)
II- Sidhant Rathi (VII D)

- Rijul Bansal (XI-E)
Mathematical Story

I- Vanshika Chopra (XI-C)

II- Nyssa Dara (VIII F)

Rack Your Brain-

I- Dhruv Chhabra (IX-B)

I- Rijul Bansal (XI-E)

II- Richa Garg (IX- A)

II-Vaibhav Yadav(XI-C)

III- Vaibhav Manchanda (IX-C)

II- Sachit Bansal (IX-E) &

Khayatee Singh (VII A)

III-Kanishka Joshi(XI-E)

Making a Scenery

Mathematical Poem

III- Charika Verma (VII A) &

III-Aryan Erry (XI-A)

Comic Strip

I- Hemakshi Bansal (IX-D)

II- Charvi (VII G)

II-Anshul Trehan(XI-B)

III- Hiral Khurana (VIII A)

III- Vedansh Singhla (VII C)

I- Sagarika Banarjee (VII B)

Mathematical Maze-

I- Kisha Bhatia (VIII D)

Varshamegana Atmakuri (IX-C)

EDITORIAL BOARD
III- Anvi Nandwani (IX-G) &
Jiya Arora (IX-I)

From Left to Right:
First Row:

Caricaturists: KS Ishita, Saashi Agarwal
Editor: Deepanksha Wadhwa
Second Row:
IT Team: Rishit Chaudhary,
Raghav Gandhi, Pritish Gulati
Reporter: Vibhuti Thapliyal
Third Row:
Reporters: Tiya Saini, Mannat Gothwal,
Paridhi Bhardawaj, Gayatri Dureja
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